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Abstract—Managing privacy in mobile instant messaging is a challenge for designers and users alike. If too many options are provided, the privacy controls can become complex to understand and unwieldy to manipulate. Conversely, providing too few controls leaves users without the ability to adequately express their privacy preferences. Further complicating this, a new class of social networks has emerged where one person can add another without mutual consent (i.e. Tumbler, Twitter, and WhatsApp).

We present a survey of 626 Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Saudi) WhatsApp users to determine their privacy-related behaviors and opinions. We find that Saudi users were aware of the privacy settings and use them especially to limit the visibility of when they were last active. We also find that 83.9% of respondents had been contacted by a stranger through the application. Respondents wanted more control over their membership in groups and the resulting visibility of their private profile information such as phone numbers. We discuss the results in terms of prior privacy and interruptibility awareness literature.

I. INTRODUCTION

The popularity of Mobile Instant Messaging (MIM) applications has been markedly increasing in recent years as a way to cheaply stay connected with friends and family. MIM applications such as WhatsApp, Google Hangouts, Facebook Messenger, and Snapchat allow users to easily send text messages, videos, links, and photos. They also enable the maintenance of online communities through the use of group pages and multi-party chat features. However, the visibility of users’ personal information to other users on these networks leads to privacy concerns. To help counter these issues, applications provide privacy features and settings that can be used to manage the visibility of information. However, these controls do not always match to users’ expectations and needs.

While the use of MIM enables easier communication, it also brings with it privacy issues inherent in Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) such as how to limit the visibility of information to intended audiences. CMC applications also suffer from privacy concerns around controlling and disseminating awareness or presence information [27]. Even though they are using MIM to communicate information to others, users still have an expectation of privacy. Prior work has found that users of CMC technologies such as WhatsApp use them to effectively collaborate with others at work [37], but still want to limit the sharing of awareness type information such as location to specific groups in specific contexts. For example, sharing location information with co-workers only during work hours while sharing the same information with spouses all the time [9], [28].

Privacy also varies depending on cultures [38]. Studies have found that culture has a huge impact on online privacy concerns [5], the pattern of use of social networks [35], and the SNS privacy policies [6]. Most cultural privacy research focuses on Western cultures, with minimal research done with Middle Eastern cultures. In this work, we are interested in how users of Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) manage their privacy in an application that provides simplified coarse grain privacy controls to users. We selected WhatsApp because the application is very popular in many countries [14], including KSA, and puts a strong emphasis on being simple and easy to use. This design philosophy has resulted in two interesting choices: 1) coarse grain control options, and 2) one-sided connections where one person can add another person as a connection without the other person’s notification or approval. These features lead us to focus on the following research questions:

R1: How do Saudi users control access to their information using WhatsApp settings? In particular, we are interested in users’ awareness of privacy issues on WhatsApp, the privacy setting choices they make, and their opinions about the privacy options available to them.

R2: How do Saudi users manage issues associated with one-sided connections? In particular, we are interested in three issues with one-sided connections: unwanted contact through the application, being added to a chat group without permission, and blocking as a way to manage one-sided connections.

We administered a survey about privacy setting usage on WhatsApp and the available opinions regarding WhatsApp privacy. The survey was sent to WhatsApp users in KSA using a snowball sample methodology.

We found that: 1) Setting simplicity was generally liked by respondents; however, they also wanted the ability to limit the visibility of information to specific people. 2) Respondents wanted to be asked before being added to a group. 3) Contact
from strangers was an issue for 83.9% of respondents. 4) Though males and females used the blocking feature to control unwanted contact from both strangers and known contacts, women tended to block strangers more often than men. We conclude with a discussion of these results and the limitation of our work.

II. WhatsApp

WhatsApp Messenger is a cross-platform mobile messaging application launched in 2009. It was initially designed as a text messaging application, but its current version allows for the creation of groups, sending media (images, audio and video), sharing of contacts details, and sharing the user’s location. The current application allows communication between two or more users (Figure 1) where chat histories are recorded and visible to all parties.

WhatsApp is popular in several countries, it is an inexpensive form of communication because of the phone’s ability to use free wireless access points or existing data plans to send messages, easy to use due to its simplistic interface, and ad free [8], [32].

WhatsApp is continuously altering the way privacy is managed on the application. The following describes the functionality of WhatsApp at the time of the study (November, 2014).

WhatsApp uses phone numbers to uniquely identify users. When a user first signs-up with WhatsApp, she has to provide and verify her phone number. This becomes her unique identifier on the application.

The contacts list on WhatsApp is drawn directly from the phone’s contact list. After setup, WhatsApp reads the contact list on the user’s phone and automatically adds all her contacts who are on WhatsApp to her WhatsApp contact list. If she wants to connect with another WhatsApp user she must add that person’s phone number to her phone’s contact list which automatically adds the person as a contact on WhatsApp. The only way to prevent communication is by blocking. Anyone with a user’s phone number can contact her through WhatsApp. The only way to prevent contact is by blocking the other user. Blocking a user will prevent all future contact and hide all future edits to profile information.

Profile information is visible to all users by default. Anyone who has the user as a contact can by default view her profile information which includes the profile photo, status, and when she was last using the application (last seen). The user has the ability to limit the visibility of her profile information to “Everyone”, “My Contacts”, and “Nobody” (Figure 3).
Fig. 3: WhatsApp privacy settings management interface at the time of the study (iOS version). Left: Privacy management screen. Right: Available options for Last Seen, Profile Photo, and Status.

Users can see when messages are delivered and read. Originally WhatsApp only provided information about message delivery to all users but three days before the study they added a feature that allows people to see when messages have been read which they refer to as "Read Receipts". As can be seen in Figure 4, the Read Receipt feature allows a user to see who has received their messages and when those messages were received and read. At the time of the study there was no way to turn this feature off.

III. RELATED WORK

A. Managing permissions.

Ideally a user should be able to post information to an online community and be assured that her information will only be shared with those people whom she wished to share with. In practice, users can have difficulty understanding the complex permission options available to them leading them to make errors, which puts their data at risk of unintended disclosure [11], [20]. Studies on Online Social Networks (OSN) have observed a lack of awareness about privacy settings among Facebook users [1], [18]. While some users were not aware of Facebook privacy settings, others did not know where the privacy settings were located, or that they existed at all [1], [11].

People have complex ever-shifting social groups which can be challenging to track using manual grouping [19]. Additionally, many access-control management systems found in OSN require the user to construct groups of people and assign abilities to the groups.

Another study of Facebook and its privacy illustrated that groups that users were least comfortable with are not just limited to strangers, or people who are not members of the persons network, but also include other groups such as people the user has never met in person, coworkers, and friends of friends [17]. Privacy concerns have also been found to vary by gender. Studies about privacy on OSN have also noticed that women are more likely to have private profiles [22] and use privacy settings tool than men [18].

B. Privacy in Instant Messaging (IM).

IM users have three main points of privacy concern: privacy from non-contacts, privacy regarding availability, and privacy regarding the content of IM communication [27]. The majority of people are concerned about the types of information displayed to people outside their intended audience [17], [23]. Online social networks such as Facebook have endeavored to address these concerns by providing privacy controls to end users that, enabling them to control who can see what information.

Profile information such as when the person was last logged in, their current status, or current location provides information that is potentially useful to other people who might want to communicate with them. While there is a natural inclination to hide such information for privacy reasons, sharing it also enables improved coordination with other people. Patil and Lai found that office workers found sharing this type of information during work hours to be both acceptable from a privacy perspective and beneficial to work coordination [9], [28]. They also found that people were happy to share this information with their family as well, but without the work hours restrictions [28].

C. WhatsApp privacy and security.

Security and privacy have been an ongoing issue for WhatsApp with several researchers identifying security issues [10], [31]. In 2013 the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (OPC) determined that WhatsApp was breaching privacy laws [24]. Although WhatsApp worked on some of these violations (e.g. messages encryption, sharing of status messages and presence), some are still in existence.

WhatsApp was initially used to communicate with close friends and sometimes family [8]. Even more recent studies
have found that people tend to use it to communicate with tightly connected groups of people in small geographical areas [25]. WhatsApp self describes itself as using “your phones Internet connection to message and call friends and family” [15]. However, as WhatsApp becomes more popular and more ubiquitous it is being used for all sorts of purposes such as sharing medical information [37], helping students learn to read [30], and sharing documents [7].

Church and Oliveira investigated the Last Seen feature in WhatsApp. This feature allows Alice, for example, to know the last time her contact Bob opened WhatsApp. The research illustrated that the recipient feels pressure to respond, regardless of the urgency of the sender. “If I send a WhatsApp to him, I check for the 2 ticks and if I don’t get a reply, then I think but he read it!” While some users see this as an invasion to their privacy “I don’t like it very much because if I don’t want to answer straight away, I don’t want them to know that I’ve seen the message”, others rely on the immediacy of the program “It doesn’t need to be answered in that moment but I know you’re going to read it” [8]. In another study using WhatsApp O’Hara et al. [25] talked about how different patterns of using awareness and notifications provided by WhatsApp (e.g. last seen and double checks) create accountabilities and raise the issue of moral implications for the application design. While some users see last seen as invitation to talk others do not see it as a notation of availability.

D. Culture and privacy

User privacy preferences and behaviors may vary depending on, for example, gender, culture, region or religion. In their research, Zakaria, Stanton, & Sarkar- Barney illustrated that cultural values play an important role in how people manage privacy issues [38]. They depended on the culture values framework developed by Halls to discuss the differences between low-context cultures (e.g. United States, German, and English) and high-context cultures (e.g. Arab, Indian, Spanish, and Asian) and how these differences could relate to privacy. A study for Wang et al. [36] found that American social network users have more privacy concerns than their Chinese and Indian counterparts, and what they considered as private information differs between cultures.

Culture can also have a strong impact on how men and women interact involving technology. Work on security and privacy of banking in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has shown that men and women have different types of expectations around the sharing of potentially private information such as banking PIN numbers [2]. Research on empowering women in developing countries through technology also highlights the need to take culture and privacy into account. Shroff and Kam recommend that applications aimed at women in developing countries be designed so the user interface evolves as the women become more accustomed to using the technology [33]. Women in these areas often start out unsure and unwilling to take an active participating role. As they become more accustom to interacting with the technology they become more willing to take a proactive role; the user interface needs to support this transition.

IV. Methodology

A web-based survey was used to elicit user behaviors and perceptions relating to the use of WhatsApp. The survey focused mainly on privacy issues surrounding the management of profile information and the ways people communicate using WhatsApp. Several questions in the survey also addressed attitudes and behaviors regarding unwanted communication based on how WhatsApp uses the phone number as an user ID. The survey was written in English and one of the authors, native speaker of Arabic, translated the survey into Arabic. Both versions of the survey were tested by native speakers in both languages.

A. Survey Design

The survey contained 42 questions, the majority of which were multiple choice and Likert scale questions. It was comprised of: 5 demographics questions; 5 questions about what MIMs respondents have/are using and reasons of downloading those MIMs; 6 questions about WhatsApp usage; 13 questions asking about the respondents current non-privacy settings in the app (e.g. chat backup, auto download, and read receipts) and their opinions/knowledge about them; 4 questions asking respondents about blocking features and why they have used them; 3 questions asking them if they had been contacted by stranger(s) using WhatsApp; 3 questions that asked the respondents to specify their current privacy settings in the app and why they chose these settings; 1 question which had a 5-point Likert scale that asked the respondents to indicate their degree of agreement with 19 statements about WhatsApp; and finally the last 2 questions asked the respondents about the feature(s) that they dislike the most in the current version of the app and the feature(s) that they would like to see. The end of the survey had a free text comment box. All the questions were based on how WhatsApp functioned at the time of the survey and its privacy settings. Differences between different OS platforms were taken into account.

B. Sampling Methodology

Participants who responded to the survey were recruited using a snowball sampling methodology through WhatsApp itself. Participants did not receive any compensation. The participants were informed that we are studying WhatsApp privacy settings and the work was approved by our IRB.

The first author is a citizen of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and was able to use her existing WhatsApp contact list to advertise the survey to Saudi users of WhatsApp. The initial seed was encouraged to share the survey with other contacts. She also posted advertisements for the survey on public social networking pages for Saudis in the United States.

C. Sample Demographics

A total of 1238 respondents accessed the online survey, and 945 respondents completed it. Most respondents identified themselves as Arab (Saudi)(74.4%, n=626), while (22.75%, n=215) were Arab, (2.43%, n=23) were Indian, (1.48%, n=14) were American, (1.27%, n=12) were Asian, and (5.92%, n=56) chose not to identify themselves. In this study we focus our analysis on the 626 respondents who completed the survey and identified themselves as Saudis. 137 (21.88%) of our
results

A. WhatsApp Usage

Most respondents (93.61%, n=586) used WhatsApp on a daily basis to connect with others. Table I shows how often respondents contacted different social groups including Friends, Family, Co-workers and Others who appear on their contact list such as drivers, plumbers, and contractors. They contacted Always or Often most frequently with family (92.8%, n=581) followed by friends (89.3%, n=559). They were less consistent for co-workers reporting contact Always, Often, and Rarely with nearly equal frequencies. The Never option was also selected by 10.1% (n=63). While 16.6% (n=104) were unemployed it is likely that they may have had co-workers through volunteer work or in a past employment. People rarely contacted people in the Other group, with 52.1% (n=326) indicating that they never contacted people in this group through WhatsApp at all. These results are consistent with earlier work which found that people consider WhatsApp to be an informal form of communication best suited for contacting friends and family [8].

We asked respondents what type of information they used WhatsApp to send to their contacts. They sent text messages (88%, n=551), images (82%, n=515), links to information such as news (77%, n=480), videos (71%, n=447), contact information (58%, n=361), and their location (44%, n=278). When asked if they regularly used WhatsApp to send sensitive content 53.4% (n=334) indicated Strongly Agree or Agree.

B. Awareness and Use of Settings

We asked respondents to report their current WhatsApp privacy settings. The majority (58.98%) of respondents had changed at least one setting. As can be seen in Table II, 46.6% decided to completely hide their last seen timestamps, and 11.7% decided to limit visibility to My Contacts. However, many users elected to leave their profile photo and status visible to either Everyone or My Contacts with only 2.4% and 3.8% completely removing the visibility of their profile photo and status respectively.

We grouped Strongly Agree and Agree under Agree and Strongly Disagree and Disagree under Disagree (percentage of respondents).

V. RESULTS

TABLE I: How often respondents contact each group through WhatsApp (percentage of respondents).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Often</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>No Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>59.9%</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-Workers</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
<td>30.8%</td>
<td>28.9%</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td>33.2%</td>
<td>52.1%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Respondent self-reported privacy settings (percentage of respondents).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile Information</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>NA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profile photo</td>
<td>43.3%</td>
<td>25.1%</td>
<td>30.7%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>45.2%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last seen</td>
<td>47.5%</td>
<td>43.9%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on prior work, we anticipated that respondents would consider their last seen information to be sensitive and asked why they chose to hide or not hide it. Respondents did not feel that it was necessary to hide their last seen information (44.2%, n=277). Only 4.5% (n=28) of respondents said that they were not aware of the setting, and 4.3% (n=27) said they did not think about this issue before.

WhatsApp provides coarse-grained control over who can see profile photos, statuses and last seen (Figure 3). There is no custom group setting, so users must give access to Everyone, My Contacts, or Nobody. We asked the respondents if they would like to exclude specific people from seeing their three types of profile information on a 5-point Likert scale (Table III). Respondents generally agreed that they wanted to limit specific peoples’ ability to see their profile information (43.3% – 47.3%).

Using a 5-point Likert scale we also asked the respondents to indicate whether they agree or disagree that the application should ask them before adding them to a Group Chat (i.e. friending request). The vast majority of participants agreed that they would like to be asked before being added to a group (80.8%, n=506 in agreement and 7.0%, n=44 against).

Respondents were very aware of privacy-related features on WhatsApp. The survey was launched a few days after the “Read Receipts” feature was added for all platforms with no way to turn it off. This feature allows the user to know who and when others have received their message(s) and have read or played it (e.g. voice message) (Figure 4). When we asked respondents about this update, 95.8% (n=600) of them indicated that they were aware of the feature. When we asked respondents if they had used the read receipts feature or not, 17.7% (n=111) of users said that they had used it to check who had read their messages and when, while 48.9% (n=306) said that they only sometimes use it.

C. Managing Unwanted Contact

The majority of respondents had been contacted by strangers previously, with 66.6% (n=417) having been con-
TABLE IV: Reasons why men and women who have blocked someone before chose to block people. Values shown as a percentage of women and men due to the uneven number of female versus male respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He has my number but I don’t know this person</td>
<td>52.2%</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have this person’s phone number, but I don’t want him to contact me over WhatsApp</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t want him to be able to see my profile photo and/or status</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We are not friends anymore</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We had a bad fight</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>20.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Answer</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>32.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tested more than once, 17.3% (n=108) saying they were contacted once, and 14.2% (n=89) reporting to have never been contacted by a stranger. We found no statistically significant difference between men and women in the frequency of contact by strangers. The majority of respondents 337 (53.8%) agreed that it bothers them that a stranger can see their profile information while 179 (28.6%) said “maybe”.

The only available way to prevent future contact from another user is by using the blocking feature. The majority of the respondents (75.1%, n=470) reported having used the blocking feature in the past. Women (81.7% of female respondents) were statistically more likely to use the blocking feature than men (62.8% of male respondents) ($\chi^2$ test value of 337.57, df = 1, $p = < 0.00001$, controlled by removing respondents who were not aware of the feature or chose not to answer). We asked respondents to select the most common reason they block others on WhatsApp from the list of the potential reasons shown in Table IV. We found that men and women’s reasons for blocking were statistically significantly different ($\chi^2$ test value of 788.13, df = 4, $p = < 0.00001$, controlled by removing respondents who chose not to answer). Both genders tended to block because the other person was a stranger, or because they had had a fight with the person, but women were more likely to block strangers, and men were more likely to block after fights.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Controlling access to profile information

Early research on doing collaborative work using Instant Messaging applications focused on providing awareness information to contacts so that collaborators could select a communication time when the person was not busy [26]. Systems were created that could help provide availability information by determining contact’s availability based on prior communication patterns [29], and automatically determining how interpretable the person was and broadcasting that information to others [13]. However, potential communicators tended to not limit communications based on interruptibility, instead they used the awareness information only to determine if the other person was present and likely to respond [13]. Understandably users developed privacy sensitivity to the awareness information being shared [28].

WhatsApp provides users with two types of awareness information: when the user was last seen using the application, and if they have read a message. Our respondents were more sensitive about sharing last seen information with others than they were with other profile information, such as profile photo and status. In this study we only asked about the last seen information because the feature providing information about when users read messages had just been released in an update and was only available to some users. This result is consistent with prior literature studying the concerns of WhatsApp users, which found that users have privacy concerns about making their availability known [8], [25]. What was particularly interesting in our results was that while privacy settings for all the profile information is co-located on the same screen, many participants chose to only restrict the visibility of the last seen information, suggesting that they view last seen as more privacy concerning than profile photo or status information.

WhatsApp’s all-or-nothing style of permissions settings gives users a very coarse grain control over the size and composition of the audience for their profile information. People tend to have multiple facets to their interactions. For some people those facets are highly overlapping, and for others the facets are disjoint [12]. The simple permission design makes the application easy to use, and it provides good support for people who have highly overlapping facets, or people where only members from one facet use WhatsApp. It does not well support users who have minimally overlapping or disjoint facets. To help handle this issue other Online Social Networks, such as Facebook, provide users with the ability to create custom groups or add contacts to a pre-defined “limited access” group. Even adding two simple choices (e.g. Always Share With and Never Share With) that override the current settings list provides users with the ability to make exceptions to their settings [34].

B. One-sided connections

WhatsApp was initially designed to help people communicate informally with friends and family. Many of the privacy management choices reflect this starting point of view. The choice to use the phone number as the only information needed to connect assumes that only people the user knows well would have her phone number. Similarly the choice to use a one-sided handshake to add a new contact is an example of privacy through obscurity; access to profile information is naturally limited as long as only people that the user knows have access to her phone number. As long as the obscurity assumption holds, the user gets good enough privacy and an application that is easy to set up.

Part of the problem with using the phone number as the sole requirement for forming a connection is that phone numbers are not necessarily as private as they are assumed to be. WhatsApp itself supports a group chat feature where chat members can see each others phone numbers. Similar to the obscurity assumptions mentioned above, as long as Group Chat is used for a small number of known contacts the visibility of phone numbers is not an issue. The problem is that as WhatsApp is becoming more popular, it is starting to be used for new purposes. What was once a communication channel limited to friends and family, started to be used for communication in other contexts [28], [30], [37] where people who do not know each other may end up on the same Group Chat. Additionally, users sometimes share their own and others phone contact
information publicly through online social media [16]. In our own study 53% of respondents used WhatsApp to send contact information to others. The information sharing in Group Chat allows people who are either strangers or who have only a passing relationship with the user to get her phone number and start contacting her. Our respondents wanted more control over membership in Group Chats.

Unwanted contact by strangers was a common experience for our respondents with 83.9% of them being contacted by a stranger. We found that Saudi women were more likely than men to use the blocking feature after being contacted by a stranger. This might due to the nature of relationship between men and women in KSA. The Quran1 warns against mixing between different sexes which could lead to “seduction and the ’evil consequences’ that might follow” [3]. Culturally, gender separation is an implicit rule in public and private life activities in KSA [4]. It is normal for women and men to remain physically separated unless they are in public or with family. Due to this, men have less opportunities to communicate with women outside their own families. WhatsApp may seem like a safe way to approach and communicate with women without publicly breaking the religious and tradition rules.

Managing unwanted communications from either strangers or known contacts puts a burden on users who have to block each unwanted contact individually. Unwanted communications invade users’ privacy and potentially put them at risk of stalkers who may simply keep contacting them using different phone numbers. The only choice is to individually block unwanted users’ phone numbers, which does not prevent future new unwanted contacts. A female respondent explained in the comment section that:

“I once I had to delete my phone number because of a stalker that kept sending me messages from different phone numbers. Blocking his numbers was not effective. That was a breach of my privacy.”

The ability to limit communication to only an approved list of contacts would assist users like this one. However, it might also put a privacy configuration burden on users who may not need the functionality making WhatsApp less user friendly.

While unwanted contact is primarily annoying, it can also be dangerous for users. Strangers can send media files, links, and even viruses that users might open allowing the stranger to learn information about the user’s location or even install software that lets them spy on the user. Almost half of our respondents downloaded and opened media sent to them by software that lets them spy on the user. Almost half of our respondents downloaded and opened media sent to them by software that lets them spy on the user.

The ability to add people to groups without mutual consent combined with the automated notification of the whole group on exit causes social pressure to remain in groups. One of the key privacy concerns in social networks and instant messaging application is reputation management [21]. Users cannot control which groups they are added to and if they do not want to be in a group their only options are to: 1) leave the group which causes a notification to be sent to the whole group, or 2) remain in the group and ignore all the messages. Taking the first option may lead to social consequences as other group members may be upset about the user leaving the group. Taking the second option means that the user’s phone number and other profile information remains visible to all group members.

VII. LIMITATION

This work makes use of a snowball sampling methodology which, while powerful, has several important limitations. The participants in this survey are likely to have a higher inter-connectivity than would be seen in the general population. Participants were also able to easily self-select in or out of taking the survey, leading to a sample of people who are inclined to take surveys on WhatsApp. One positive side effect of the snowball sampling inter-connectivity is that respondents likely received the survey URL from a friend or someone they knew. This allowed us to draw from a sample of people who might normally ignore requests from strangers.

Finally, because the survey was primarily advertised on WhatsApp, our results are limited to people who are still using the WhatsApp application. People with strong privacy concerns regarding WhatsApp may have stopped using the application, effectively removing them from our sample pool.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Our survey contributes to the body of literature on how users manage their privacy using MIM applications. We conducted this survey to understand how Saudi users manage their privacy using the coarse settings in WhatsApp as well as how they manage issues of one-sided connections.

Our work shows that Saudi users are aware of the privacy settings, and make use of them. While some users liked the current setting options, others want the ability to limit the visibility of profile information to specific people in their contact list. The majority of users want to be asked before they are added publicly to social groups such as Group Chat.

Users use the blocking feature to control access to their profile information or control others’ ability to contact them using the application. We find that women and men receive unwanted contact by strangers. However, women tend to block unwanted contact from strangers more than men.

People are developing a greater dependence on MIM applications as their primary communication mechanism. Privacy is therefore an important component that should be considered by the developers of such applications. WhatsApp emphasizes ease of contact and sharing content which which is good for usability and adoption. But the simplicity can also make it challenging for users to do fine grain management of their privacy. MIM designers need to be aware that users need

1The central religious text of Islam.
privacy tools that empower them to control their privacy in a way that matches their context.
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